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Words of Wisdom, Bon Mots, and OtherThings To Think About.

“The perfect is the enemy of the good.” - Ansel Adams, and cited in Art and Fear by Orland and
Bayles.
“Different ain't the same”- attributed to Fred Picker.
“The camera is only seeing what you see. But if you don't see anything in the first place, you can't
photograph it.” - David Hockney, from Hockney on Photography, 1988.
“I do not know any formal rules of composition, nor do I recognize any boundaries to subject
matter. Subject matter is everywhere... I do not attempt to copy nature or present factual
records. I depart from literal rendering to whatever extent is necessary for the presentation of
my response to the subject. I control each step of the photographic process, in order to carry out
accurately my original vision. I am not a technician and have no interest in technique for its own
sake. If my technique is adequate to present my seeing, then I need nothing more.”- Edward
Weston, from Fifty Photographs, 1947.
“For hours we drove through a vapor-tunnel, everything blotted out except ten feet of the road
ahead. Rarely, there were swift glimpses down from the road to a patch of grey ocean, or up
from the road to a patch of grey sheep on a grey hill. By noon the fog had drawn back a few feet
from the roadsides, bringing fences and trees into view. Edward could stand it no longer; if fog
was all that was offered he would photograph that.” - Charis Wilson, from California and the West.
“Chance favors the prepared mind.” Ansel Adams, attributed to Louis Pasteur.
“I don’t care if they print it on a bathmat so long as it works!” Edward Weston on assertions that
he insisted prints be made on “glossy” paper and developed in Amidol. From conversations with Ansel
Adams.
“There is nothing worse than a sharp image of a fuzzy concept.” - Ansel Adams.
“There's been a lot of talk lately about working with ‘available light’ and whether it's true that I
work only with available light. It's true; I do work only with available light - table lamps, flashbulbs,
the sun - whatever's available.” W. Eugene Smith at a New York camera club meeting.
“Isn't it amazing, Ansel, how photography has progressed without improving?” - William Henry
Jackson to Ansel Adams at a Museum of Modern Art photography exhibit. 1940s.
“ [The picture was made at midday, an hour that is widely regarded as useless for photography.]
...I have been out with photographers who felt that the day’s work necessarily ended when clouds
obscured the sun, or fog rolled in. The photographer can function as long as there is light...”
[Charis Wilson] and Edward Weston (Camera Craft1939) Through Another Lens, Charis Wilson
1998
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More Words of Wisdom, Bon Mots, and OtherThings To Think About.
“What's that outfit you have out there? f:64? Well, I'm f:128!” - Alfred Stieglitz to Ansel Adams. n.d.
“ The meter says ‘Two seconds at f:45. I’ll give it eight.” Edward Weston on using a lightmeter.
From conversations with Ansel Adams.
“I have often thought that if photography were difficult in the true sense of the term - meaning
that the creation of a simple photograph would entail as much time and effort as the production
of a good watercolor or etching - there would be a vast improvement in total output. The sheer
ease with which we can produce a superficial image often leads to creative disaster.” Ansel Adams
1966.
“Humor isn’t taken seriously enough anymore.” Don Straussman, Art Handler, Saint Louis Art
Museum.
“Every calculation based on experience elsewhere, fails in New Mexico.” Lew A. Wallace, Governor
of Territorial New Mexico 1878-1881. (Wallace was the author of Ben Hur!)
“Never trust the artist. Trust the tale. The proper function of a critic is to save the tale from the
artist who created it.” D. H. Lawrence 1924.
“A bad review is even less important than whether it is raining in Patagonia.” Iris Murdoch 1989.
“It is the nature of the artist to mind excessively what is said about him. Literature is strewn with
the wreckage of men who have minded beyond reason the opinions of others.”
Virginia Woolf 1929.
“The artist doesn't have time to listen to the critics. The ones who want to be writers read the
reviews, the ones who want to write don't have the time to read reviews.”
William Faulkner 1958.
“Shadows are a fact of light” Don Straussman, Art Handler, Saint Louis Art Museum.
Referring to the red LEDs on Ansel’s densitometer, photographer Imogen Cunningham once
remarked at an Ansel Adams workshop “You don’t need flashing red lights to make great
photographs,.”
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Alan Ross Photography Workshops
These workshop handouts are intended as a “walk-through” for the making an
expressive photograph – in the order in which I approach the process.

Visualization:
• Recognizing the essence of what we find interesting in a subject and how we feel
about it.
• Point of view: Choosing the best spot to place a lens – closer or farther back, left
or right, up or down. Sometimes an inch can make a difference!
• Choice of lens: Aside from optical aberrations, the only thing a change in focal
length does is to change the area of view. Telephoto, or long-focal-length lenses
do NOT compress subject matter. Wide-angle lenses do not inherently distort
subjects.
• Choice of filter: An appropriate choice of filter, especially in black-and-white
photography, can have a profound effect on how some subjects are rendered. With
film photography, the choice of filter must be made before exposure is calculated
and the image recorded. With digital imaging, filter effects can be effected in postprocessing.

Principles of Exposure, Processing and Finishing
• Calculation of exposure: Appropriate exposure is the single most important and
critical step in the technical recording of an image. In film negative photography,
underexposure is the one thing that cannot be corrected later. If important shadows
are not recorded on the film, there is nothing there to develop! With digital or color
transparency film, overexposure is fatal.
• Introduction to Digital Post Processing
• Presentation: Mounting and matting approaches.
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VISUALIZATION
≈
Understanding
Location
Lenses
and
Filters
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Creating an Expressive Image
Part I: Visualization…What is It? Why is it Important?
In 1927, during one of his regular trips to Yosemite, Ansel Adams trekked up
to the “diving board” on the west shoulder of Half Dome. There, he made a
dramatic image of the monolith using a mild yellow filter to darken the sky a
bit—a generally recommended and accepted practice in those days.
But what Ansel felt about the scene before him was more dramatic than what
he knew the yellow filter would give him. With one plate left unexposed, he
daringly made another exposure, this time using a red filter that he hoped
would result in an image that was more in tune with what he imagined, or
visualized, the final image should be, instead of what was actually in front of
him.
The image that resulted from this experiment proved to be a turning point for
Ansel in his photographic explorations. For the first time, he was conscious of
the difference between what his camera lens saw (the literal) and what he
saw in his mind’s eye (the expressive) as the final print.
Ansel ultimately came to refer to this freedom from recording only what the
camera and lens could capture in a technical sense to visualization, and he
wrote about it extensively during his lifetime.
By itself, visualization doesn’t assure a successful final image, but it does set
the stage for the ensuing choreography of photographic steps. To my way of
thinking, it is the single most important element in creating an expressive
image.
So…just what IS visualization and how do you visualize?
Simply put, visualization is the confluence of imagination and technique. It is
the ability to picture the final print in your mind before releasing the shutter
and possessing the technical know-how to create the image that’s in your
mind, even if it differs from the reality of the scene in front of you.
One of Ansel’s favorite sayings was, “There’s nothing worse than a sharp
image of a fuzzy concept.” At the same time, a concept can be sorely limited
in clarity by a fuzzy knowledge of technique. The two go hand-in-hand.
In Ansel’s case, his knowledge of technique—knowing what a strong red filter
ought to do—enabled him to imagine, or visualize, a final print with a much
darker sky than the yellow filter would have afforded. He visualized how he
wanted the print to look and used the techniques to execute his vision.
Visualization does not, however, require that you see a finished print that is
markedly different from the real qualities of the actual scene. It could be as
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simple as “seeing” a final color image in delicate pastels rather than in bold,
vibrant colors and contrasts. It might mean choosing a particular vantage
point to emphasize the qualities of a foreground object. But in all cases,
visualization dictates the techniques required to achieve the vision.
The next time you’re out photographing, try taking a moment to disconnect
from the reality of the scene in front of your lens, and try to see it as a print.
Is the sky in that print going to be darker than your meter says it ought to
be? If it’s in black-and-white, will skewing color relationships with a filter
strengthen your statement? Will a longer or shorter exposure enhance
motion in a scene? These are all things I consider - usually even before I
set the camera up. With practice you won’t even know you’re doing it – you
will have already done it! That’s visualization.

Use of a cut-out card can be a great help in tightening up composition.

Coming up….executing your vision.
•
•
•
•

Choosing an appropriate vantage point so elements in a scene don’t
compete with your vision
Choosing the right lens to properly frame the subject
Knowing enough about filters and exposure to record subject tones in the
most useful way
Following through in the darkroom or computer lab (“light” room).
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Point of View: Choosing the Best Spot for Camera & Lens
In Part I of this blog on how to create a more expressive image, I talked about visualization–the difference
between what the camera sees (the literal) and what the photographer sees in his or her mind’s eye as the final
print (the expressive.)
The two may be quite similar or quite different, but being able to interpret what you see and picture the final
image on paper is critical to the making of an expressive image because it dictates what techniques and
equipment will be required to execute your vision successfully.
The first consideration is point of view–choosing the proper vantage point for camera and lens. This may seem
almost simplistic, but you would be amazed at how many strong, compelling visions are lost in the final image
because the photographer didn’t take the time to find the most favorable position.
Why does it matter so much? If you don’t set your camera and lens in the rights spot, you may wind up with
elements in your final image that compete with your vision and weaken it. And yes, you can fix some of these
things with cropping and Photoshop, but not always, so it really pays to get it right from the beginning.
I’ll use a photograph I did not long after I moved to Santa Fe to demonstrate the things to consider when
choosing your vantage point. This is a wonderful old adobe about 15 minutes from house. Interesting to note
that shortly after I made this image, the fence and gate were replaced with a tall wall, completely obscuring the
building behind. Great example of why, if you see something you’d like to photograph, do it now!
Gate and Windows, Galisteo, New Mexico 1996
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The first thing I did after I decided to photograph this beautiful building was to use my cut-out card with a hole
the same shape as my film (see part I of the blog). This helped me evaluate the various aspects of the scene as
elements in a clearly defined structural arrangement.
I also looked through the card with just one eye so that I could see the subject in two dimensions rather than
three. And by “cropping out” much of the detail surrounding the scene I wanted to photograph, it was much
easier to concentrate on the relationships of the objects within the scene to each other.
Now that I had the basic scene isolated and determined, I had to decide where the best vantage point would be.
And vantage point includes not only your position with your tripod, but also the exact position of the lens.
I thought about whether I should stand near or far and experimented, again using my cropping card. I moved
closer to the scene and noticed that the gate would be larger than I wanted relative to the size of the windows.
When I moved back from the scene, the gate was not as prominent as I wanted. I ultimately chose a position
that gave me a relationship that felt right.*
The other consideration in choosing a vantage point and setting up the camera is where the lens should be–up,
down, left or right? In my image, if I lowered the lens too much, the pickets at the left would run into the little
window, and I would see the threshold of the door through the gate. If I raised the lens too high, the pickets
merged with the bottoms of the two larger window frames. The left/right position was carefully chosen so that
none of the picket points ran directly into any of the architectural features in the background.
Lens & Filter
Although I will be going into detail about lens choice and filter use in the next installments of this blog, I thought I
would mention each briefly here for the sake of understanding how I approached realizing my vision in this
photograph.
The choice of a focal length helped refine the exact lens position. I had framed the subject with my hands and
knew where I wanted the framed edges to be (cropping). I already knew where I wanted to stand near-far, so
choice of lens was simply to pick up the one that gave me the angle of coverage I wanted.
Another consideration was whether to use a filter. In this case, the adobe wall of the house was a deep reddishbrown. I decided to use a strong green filter to darken the wall relative to the white fence and gate.
Bottom line when considering point of view….take your time in setting things up, don’t just happen on the scene
and click away. Don’t be afraid to experiment by moving around a bit and seeing what happens when you move
in, back, left, right or even up! It doesn’t have to take hours, but paying attention to the details at the beginning
will help ensure a better image in the end.
* Note: I mentioned that I chose a position that felt right to me. There are numerous “formulas” for determining
compositional structure–the Rule of Thirds, the Golden Sector and others. I have personally never used any of
these because I have always felt comfortable with my own sense of “balance.” But if employing one of these
time-tested structural aids helps to refine your own seeing, I certainly encourage it.
I’ll leave you with a short quote from Mark Twain in his essay, Fennimore Cooper’s Literary Offenses, “Eschew
Surplussage!” In other words, if it doesn’t contribute to your statement, leave it out!
Coming Next:
•
•
•

Choosing the right lens to properly frame the subject
Knowing enough about filters and exposure to record subject tones in the most useful way
Following through in the darkroom or computer lab, aka the “light” room
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Understanding Lenses

(Figure 1) 105mm vs. 24mm

Alan Ross
There are two primary elements of choosing and
using a lens: what focal length to use and where to
focus/what aperture to use. Let’s take a look at how
these elements affect an image.

other. Once again, this has nothing to do with the
lens, but is simply a matter of the tight framing on the
subject. If you put the camera down and frame the
scene just as tightly with your hands, the elements
of the scene will appear as “compressed” as they did
through the lens.

How Does Focal Length Affect Your Image?
The only thing that changes when you use a different
focal length lens is the cropping of your image!

What about zoom lenses as opposed to fixed focallength lenses? Do they help make your choice easier?
Well, yes and no. If the optics are up to snuff, a zoom
lens can provide a great deal of convenience−it’s a
zillion focal lengths in one piece of hardware. But
that convenience can lead to overly casual, rather
than critical, vision. Imagine a photographer out for
a walk. He (or she) comes across a detail or a scene
of interest. Camera goes up to eye, hand zooms lens
to frame the subject, auto-focus and metering do
their jobs, shutter goes click and it’s on down the
path. Would the image have been more powerful
if our photographer had moved in close to some
boulder in the foreground, making it monolithic in
relation to the background? Maybe. Or maybe backing up a bit might have let some tree branches frame
the scene.

Optical aberrations aside, short focal length or wide
angle lenses do not distort close subjects, and long
focal length or telephoto lenses do not compress
subject features. What really causes these familiar
effects discussed so often in popular texts is a change
of perspective: a change in the camera’s physical position relative to your subject. (Figure 2).
When you move in close to a subject, it becomes
very large in relation to its background. That overlarge nose you get with a wide angle lens portrait is
because you’ve probably moved in very close to the
subject in order to fill the frame, and the nose, being
closest to the lens, is now very large in relation to the
ears. This is a matter of your proximity to the subject
and has nothing to do with the lens itself. (Figure 1).

The point in all this is that to maximize the impact
of a visual statement it is important to give thought
to the image structure first. Is the composition better closer in? Farther back? Up, down left or right?

When you look at a distant scene through a long focal length or telephoto lens, elements in the scene
may appear compressed, almost right on top of each
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UNDERSTANDING LENSES ALAN ROSS

(Figure 2) Different focal length lenses change only the cropping if camera position is unchanged.

F-Stop #s vs. Depth-of-Field
A lens can only truly focus on one plane. With a perfect lens that plane would be equally sharp at any
aperture−but everything nearer or farther would rapidly become unsharp. Increasingly smaller apertures
reduce this apparent unsharpness, increasing what is
called depth-of-field. The smaller the aperture (f/16 is
smaller than f/4), the greater the apparent sharpness.

Once you pick your camera position, then choose the
focal length that gives the cropping you want. If your
first guess is too tight, use a shorter lens; if it’s too
loose, use a longer lens. If you don’t have a lens that
is quite right, use one slightly shorter than you would
like and crop.
Where do you focus, and how does the aperture
affect an image? In a certain way, the opening question should be the other way around. There is a law of
physics that governs the relationship between shutter
speed and aperture (f-stop). Shutter speeds are pretty
easy to understand: 1/60 second is one half as much
time as 1/30. F-stops are a little different: f/8 is one
half the light of f/5.6, which is half the light of f/4!
The point is, for any shutter speed/f-stop combination, one-half the exposure time with twice the light equals
the same total amount of light given to the film. 1/60
@ f/4 = 1/30 @ f/5.6 = 1/15 @ f/8.

In Figure 3, image A is focused approximately on the
line of traffic in the foreground. The chain-link fence
is way out of focus, as is the distant railing. The wideopen aperture (f/1.4) necessitated a very fast shutter
speed resulting in the cars frozen in time. Image B is
with the lens stopped down 4 stops (f/5.6). The point
of focus was not changed, but the fence is now a good
deal sharper, as is the distant railing, but at the now
much longer exposure time, the nearby car, while
still sharp in focus, is blurred in time. Image C is still
focused in the same place but the lens is now stopped
down 3 more stops to f/16. The fence now appears to
be quite sharp as does the distant railing, but the car
is now quite blurred at 1/15 second. It is a total coincidence that the images seem to show the same car.
Most fixed-focal length lenses have an engraved scale

There is always the inescapable relationship between
exposure time and aperture. If you are photographing a sports event, you will likely go with a fast
shutter speed and let the aperture fall as it will. This
article will focus on aperture as primary.

(Figure 3)
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pretty sharp image from about 9 feet to infinity. Lets
say the camera is NOT on a tripod, and you can’t
manage to stop down to f/22, but only to f/8. In this
case, you would place the Infinity mark over the f/8
index. You would now see that the image would only
be sharp from about 20 feet to infinity (See green arrows, Image C).

(Figure 4)

What if your lens doesn’t have markings? A lot of modern zoom lenses have distance scales, but no depth-offield markings. If this is the case, you can find the
hyperfocal distance by putting the nearest subject and
distant subject marks on the lens an equal distance from
the central focus mark. If your camera has a “depth of
field preview” button, this can be a useful aid in seeing
just how much is sharp−or not! But the actual depth of
field for any given f-stop will just be a guess.
All Images © Alan Ross

Selective Focus
One bit of fun with f-stops: Sometimes, you can make
a stronger statement by limiting how much is in focus.
Just leave the lens at its widest aperture. The image on
the left was done with a 200mm lens at f/4.5 focused
exactly on the near marker, and the image on the right
was done at f/22 with the lens set at the hyperfocal
distance. (Figure 5).

(Figure 5)

allowing you to evaluate how much apparent sharpness (depth-of-field) you can get at various apertures.
Figure 4 shows a Hasselblad 80mm lens set at f/22. As
the lens aperture is stopped-down, the depth of field
increases in the proportion of 1/3 toward the lens from
the plane of critical focus and 2/3 beyond the plane of
focus. Image A shows the lens focused at about 3.3 feet,
and at f/22 the depth of field runs from 3 feet away to
4 feet. Image B shows what would happen if we did a
landscape with the lens focused on infinity. The image
would only be “sharp” from about 17 feet away to distant mountains. If we instead focused at 17 feet (this is
called the “hyperfocal” distance) the image would now
be sharp from about 9 feet to the mountains (image C).
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Hopefully, all of this will help you have a better understanding of the relationship between your vision, your
lens and your results.

Photo © Barbara Higgins

There are two ways to plan how to make this work.
One way is to choose your aperture first and see how
much depth-of-field you get, and the other is to find
out what aperture you need to work with and then see
how much depth of field you need to work within. Let’s
say your camera is on a tripod, and you want as much
as possible near-and-far to be sharp. Take the Infinity mark on the lens and place it over the engraving
for your smallest aperture. The lens is now focused
automatically at the hyperfocal distance and you can
read the depth of field on the focus scale of the lens.
In this example (Figure 4, Image C), f/22 gives you a

One last thing I’d like to comment on in this writing:
lens quality. Photo gear can be expensive, no doubt
about it. Especially at an entry level, the prospect of
getting an off-brand lens for a lot less than the brand
that has your camera manufacturer’s name on it can
be awfully tempting. In these days of computer-aided
engineering design a “Brand X” lens can be quite good
−but there is an equally good chance that it will not
measure up to the quality or durability of a top brand.
Do your research and read reviews for a particular lens
and if you need to save dollars, look for quality used
gear from a reputable source.
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Photographer and master printer Alan
Ross has been Ansel Adams’ exclusive
printer for over 36 years. His experience
includes operating a commercial studio
with projects ranging from ad campaigns
to murals for the National Park Service.
Since 1993, he has devoted his energies
to his personal work, teaching and work
for select clients, including Boeing, Nike,
IBM and MCI. For more visit his website,
alanrossphotography.com.
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FILTERS—HOW TO CHOOSE AND USE
Black-and-white images are, by their very nature, already an abstraction of the things we see. Maybe
that’s why I’ve always preferred working in b/w over color—it lets me focus more on how I feel about a
subject rather than on trying to accurately capture any sort of reality.
To help me translate that feeling at the time of exposure to my final image, I rely on the judicial use of
filters. Not only can filters greatly enhance the impact of how a subject appears, they can also skew the
way colored subjects relate to each other.
I normally like to be pretty subtle about my use of filters; for me, a photograph shouldn’t look like a filter
was used, just as a print shouldn’t look like it was dodged and burned!
My two favorite filters are a #12 yellow (“minus blue”), and a #23 red. They have more strength and
finesse than those typically found in most camera bags. The #12 yields an effect almost as strong as a
#15 orange, but with only a 1-stop filter factor as opposed to the 1-1/3 factor for the #15 or the 2/3-stop
factor for the popular #8 Yellow filter. The #23 tends to give me a less artificially dark sky than the popular
#25.
Understanding Color = Understanding How to Choose Your Filter
The key to choosing a filter and using it effectively is understanding the relationships of different colors of
light to each other. Below is a standard color wheel. The numbers in various color areas are Wratten filternumber designations, an industry standard utilized by many filter manufacturers. A #12 filter, for example
is pure yellow, and a #8 is a light yellow.
The capital letters in bold stand for red, green and blue, and in the science of light they are called Additive
Primary colors. The lower-case letters refer to cyan, magenta and yellow, and are called the Subtractive
Primaries. (red, green and blue are what make the colors in your television or computer monitor, and
yellow, magenta and cyan are what puts the color on a printed page.)
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In black-and-white FILM photography, the practical effect of a filter is to lighten its own color and
darken its opposite color.
Looking at our color wheel:
Red is opposite cyan
Green is opposite magenta
Blue is opposite yellow
In purely scientific terms, a filter has no effect on its own color and darkens everything else, including
“neutral” colors. When we apply a “filter factor” to the exposure, neutral colors remain unchanged and
then the filter’s own color becomes lighter and its opposite becomes darker.
What we commonly call a “blue” sky is technically a bit more cyan, which is why a red filter will darken the
sky more than a yellow filter. Orange is in between. Keep in mind that outdoor shadows are illuminated by
the sky, not the white light of the sun. Any filter that darkens the sky will also darken the shadows!
For black-and-white photographers working with a digital camera, my tests indicate that it is better to use
a computer-simulated “filter” after a RAW capture rather than use an actual filter for the capture
itself. While this may only approximate the effect of using a filter with film, the effect ought to be similar –
without any need for exposure compensation for the filter’s own density.
And with digital, the color adjustment sliders in Photoshop and Lightroom affect ONLY the slider color!
The illustration below was made in Photoshop by increasing the red slider and decreasing the green for
the “red filter effect,” and decreasing the red and increasing the green for the “green filter effect.” This
mimicked the effect using a Red or Green filter would have on film.
Note: the color adjustments in Photoshop use the scientific color spectrum of RGB-CMY whereas
Lightroom uses the more “arty” color wheel of Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Aqua, Blue, Purple, and
Magenta! I can understand that Aqua might be a substitute for Cyan, but I don’t understand the difference
between Purple and Magenta or the need for Orange!
From Theory to Practical Application
Now let’s look at how filters work using a couple of actual photographic scenarios.
Here in the Southwest, where I live, it’s not unusual to run into scenes that include both a bright green
plant and a reddish adobe or sandstone wall. Working in black-and-white with no filter, the plant and the
wall will look about the same--gray on gray.
Using our scientific “mantra” that a filter lightens its own color and darkens its opposite, take a look at the
illustration of the door, adobe wall and plants below. I can do one of two things to make my wall and plant
appear differently in the final image.
If I want the door to glow and subdue the plants, a red filter is the color of the door and will lighten it
dramatically. Red is also a near opposite of green so should have a distinct darkening effect on the
plants.
If I want the plants to be more vivid, I can use a Green filter since it will distinctly lighten the plants, and
since green is a near opposite of red, it should also darken the door substantially.
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(For whatever odd reason, I have never heard of the use of cyan or magenta filters in non-laboratory b/w
photography.)

Image: iPhone 4s, filter effects simulated in Photoshop
Here’s another example of applying our filter theory to a photographic situation.
Several years ago, I made some photographs showing the effects of various filters on colored objects for
John Schaefer’s Basic Techniques of Photography, An Ansel Adams Guide. I created a still life in my San
Francisco studio of familiar objects on a gray canvas background:

With no filter, the lemons, oranges, radishes and carrots become pretty much gray on gray. I’d prefer to
have some tonal separation in a final print, so here are some filter options I have to enhance tonality:
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Yellow Filter: If I use a #12 Yellow (very strong - filter factor 1-stop), it lightens its own color, so the
banana, carrots and lemon become lighter, but the neutrals are unchanged. The banana, carrots and
lemon are all adjacent color primaries on our color wheel, so the yellow filter affects them all.
Red Filter: Using a #25 Red (very strong – filter factor 3 stops), I can lighten the tomato, red apples and
radishes. Because red is opposite cyan (and to a lesser degree green), the lettuce and cyan bowl
become darker. The banana and lemon aren’t as light as they are when I used the yellow filter, but they
are lighter in comparison to the unfiltered image. Once again, the neutrals unchanged.
Green Filter: If I use a #58 Green (very strong – filter factor 3 stops) the greens are lightened (lettuce
and bell pepper), but the apples, tomato and radishes, as opposites of green, are turned nearly black.
Neutrals unchanged.
Blue Filter: With a #47B Blue (very strong – filter factor 3 stops) the cyan bowl is lightened, but all the
fruits and vegetables have been “murdered.” Their colors of yellow, red and green are basically opposite
blue on our color wheel, so they are darkened with the use of a blue filter. Neutrals unchanged.
The bottom line? Understanding how colors work and relate to each other can have a profound effect on
the impact of how they are rendered in a BW image, be it film or digital. With film, the decision of whether
to use a filter and choice of filter color must be made before exposure is calculated and film exposed.
With digital, the actual color manipulation is best done after capture but it is still helpful to understand the
basic principles in order to better “visualize” a creative image.
Polarizing and neutral-density filters are also an extremely useful for both b/w and color work – but I’ll
cover that in another column! ‘Til then…
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Polarizing Filters – You can’t mimic these in Photoshop!
A polarizing filter is one of the few filters that is equally effective with color imaging and with
black-and-white. It can:
• Minimize or eliminate reflections in glass, water or most any surface except metal.
• Darken skies in color photos as well as in black-and-white
• Cut through haze
• Increase the saturation of colors
Types: There are two basic types of polarizer, the original “linear” polarizer and the comparatively
new “circular” polarizer. They essentially accomplish the same thing, but linear polarizers pose
problems with most modern through-the-lens metering systems, so circular polarizers were
developed to minimize or eliminate metering issues.
Filter Factor: Most filter manufacturers list polarizers as having a variable filter factor, usually 2
to 4 depending on the effect of the polarization. I personally just use a factor of 2.5 (1.3 stop
correction) because any further darkening, say, of a sky is an effect I want, and do not want to
override.
Use: The great thing about using a polarizer is that you can actually see the effect before taking
the picture. When held up to the eye or placed on a lens and rotated in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction, you can see gradual lightening or darkening as you rotate. You can pick just
the degree of effect you want. At its lightest orientation, it is essentially just a 1.3-stop neutral
density filter. If you are using a non-through-the-lens camera (rangefinder, viewcamera, etc) you
will need to hold the filter up to your eye and note what part of the filter is at “12 o’clock” for the
effect you want, then put the filter on your lens in the same orientation.

Above, a polarizer effectively eliminating reflections in glass. Note that the reflections in the
polished table are only moderately affected – that light was polarized in a different direction.
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Below, note how the polarizer had darkened the sky, increased saturation in the colors and
reduced haze.

Using Polarizers with Wide Angle Lenses: Polarizers work by darkening light in the subject
that is already polarized. If there is no polarized light, the filter has no effect other than neutral
density. The light in a sky is not evenly polarized, so if you are using a wide-angle lens, you will
capture part of the sky that may be highly polarized AND also include part of a sky that is less
polarized. If you are using a wide-angle lens on a subject that does not include sky, you may not
notice any odd effect.
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PRINCIPLES

of
Exposure and Processing
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EXPOSURE
Whether you are working with film or digital, one of the most critical elements of
getting a workable image is the matter of exposure. For any scene containing a
wide range of brightness – from deep shadow to brilliant highlights – too much or
too little exposure can cause loss of detail at one end or the other of the
brightness range – or both!
FILM
At this writing, film – particularly BW negative film – has the capacity to record in
a single exposure a hugely greater brightness range than the most sophisticated
digital equipment. In practical terms, the ONE thing that cannot be remedied with
film after exposure is UNDER-exposure. It takes a specific and finite amount of
light to rattle the molecules of the emulsion enough for there to be anything to
develop. If you don’t give the film enough light for important shadow detail to
pass that threshold those shadows will appear as empty black. Because film has
such an inherently great tonal range, OVER-exposure can usually be dealt with
in several ways. So the mantra with film is “expose for the shadows.”
DIGITAL
Like film, digital imagery has the same limits when it comes to recording shadow
detail. It takes a specific and finite amount of light to begin to rattle the camera’s
sensors. But unlike film, digital is subject to the same limitation on the highlight
end. If TOO MUCH light is given to the sensors, they become over-saturated
and the result are “highlights” devoid of any tonality or detail. Just plain white. In
fact, working with digital is very much like the days of working with color slide
film. Like slide film, the general approach is to limit the exposure in order to keep
the highlights from “burning out,” and let the shadows fall where they may. Thus,
the mantra for digital is “expose for the highlights.”
SUMMARY
I like to draw an analogy between exposure and result to a stairway at the end of
a corridor. If I start at one end of the hallway and walk toward the stairs, and
stop part way there, I still have not reached the first step! I have to go the whole
distance to get to that first step before I can start to climb. This is true whether
the stairs represent either film or sensor.
But the stairway is different at the top in representation of film or sensor. With
film, the stairs seem to keep going and going, but with sensor, the final and only
landing comes after only a very short climb.
I hope the following illustrations help in the visualization of these principles of
exposure.
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Learning Digital Dynamic Range

It’s easy to test your digital camera to learn just how large (or not) its dynamic range is – at what
point do deep shadows disappear into the depths of darkness – and at what point do subtle
highlights blow out into brilliant oblivion?
The series of exposures made above were of a Kodak Gray Card to which I glued a bright white
square, and a black velour square.
I placed the card under a skylight in our house so the illumination was “daylight.” I took my Canon
5D Mk II camera and set it on a tripod in Manual metering mode and took a reading on just the
gray part of the card, and exposed accordingly. I then made four more exposures increasing
each by one stop over the previous. Then I made another four exposures, each one stop darker
than my first exposure.
When I assembled all the exposures in order of dark to light I could easily see that the black
square was only barely perceptible against the gray surround at three stops under middle gray.
The white square was only barely visible against the gray card at three stops over middle gray.
Conclusion: That camera has only a seven stop dynamic range from black to white, and values
of any substance are limited to only a five to six stop range.

In general with digital photography it is best to keep the highlights contained and let the
shadows fall off into darkness. Washed-out highlights often look like a mistake. The histogram
on the right shows the highlights slammed into the right side of the window. This means that they
have overloaded the sensor and there is just nothing there in the image, suggesting that the
exposure be reduced until the highlights back away from the edge.
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How Do Light Meters Work?
Most of us can understand that a reliable light meter, either in-camera or hand-held is pretty
essential to getting good film or digital exposures – but just how they work might be a matter of
some mystery or confusion!
When light meters were first made, they were pointed from camera position toward a scene,
measuring a rather broad area, evaluating the average brightness of objects either emitting light
or reflecting some amount of light back toward the camera. The assumption was that if you
mixed all the lights and darks in an “average” scene into one brightness, that mixture would be
some sort of middle gray.
It was decided that that middle gray represented a neutral color reflecting 18% of the light falling
on it. Photoshop-wise – that works out to a black set at 50-60% opacity.
In photography, this works out fine so long as your meter (or camera) is reading an equal mix of
lights and darks, or you are metering something that is itself middle-gray in brightness.
• But what if you are photographing a white horse in the snow? The meter thinks it is looking at
something gray – and thus will give you the correct exposure to make that horse and snow
GRAY! The solution is to give MORE exposure to your film or image sensor so that the scene is
given enough light to look like a textured white in the image.
With film, this is about 2.5 to 3 stops more light than your meter reading.
With digital, this may be only 1.5 to 2 stops more light than the meter reading.
• Conversely, if you are photographing something dark in a dark surround, the opposite approach
comes into play. The meter will tell you how to expose to make that DARK scene a middle gray!
You then need to give LESS exposure to force that scene to look dark.
With film: a 2 to 3 stop reduced exposure will run you from a textured dark to nearly black.
With digital: a 1.5 to 2.5 stop reduction will typically run you from a textured dark to nearly black.

(Pssst: that’s pretty much the real basics of the Zone System! Hint – that 18% “middle-gray” is
Zone V…!)

A word of caution: Some, if not many, of the modern in-camera meters with computer analytics
can come up with completely unpredictable exposures. First, they seem to all be calibrated
towards acceptable exposures for color slides or digital – so if you are working with a bw negative
film (and to some extent color neg) you are almost certain to get a good looking contact sheet
with terrible shadow detail. Second, computer analytics are not the same thing as thinking! The
most sophisticated metering system in existence has no idea of WHAT it is analyzing! If you want
to be in control of image tonality, you need to have an understanding partnership with your
metering system and equipment.
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Testing Your Meter’s Reliability

“No two light meters agree.”
Sadly, this quote from Ted Orland’s Poster, Photographic Truths does seem to be pretty much the truth –
unless you do something about it – or at least determine whether your meter needs service.
Checking for Linearity: Strangely, it’s not really important that your meter agrees with your neighbor’s –
you can accommodate any general difference by using personal film speeds. What IS important, however, is
that YOUR meter be consistent in its response to bright light, low light and all in-between. This quality of
consistency is called Linearity, and happily, the test for it is simple, quick and inexpensive. All you need is a
roll of film (it’s cheaper and easier to do the test with a roll-film camera than with a view camera) and a piece
of mat board to use as a test target. A piece gray on one side and white on the other is ideal. It should be
big enough to fill the frame easily and small enough to prop up in different places. Put the card in a dim room
with white side facing you and take a reading and expose exactly as the meter indicates. Turn the card over
and do the same with the gray side. Take the card out in the sun and do the same thing. Go back inside and
repeat in a different lighting level. Each time making a note of the frame # and indicated exposure or EV
reading. Do this in different brightnesses at least 10 or 12 times – the more the merrier – just make sure that
you have samples from very dim to very bright light and in-between in random order. In order to avoid
complications arising out of Reciprocity Failure, try to avoid exposures 1 second or longer. Develop the film
for your normal time and then make a contact sheet of the roll. If your meter is LINEAR, you will have a
whole roll of equal middle-gray densities. If ANY of the exposures are significantly lighter or darker than the
rest, then you should have your meter serviced. Many meters have separate adjustments for bright, medium
and dark light levels so it’s not terribly unusual for a meter to be consistent in the mid-to-upper range and just
plain wacko at low light levels; or be right high and low but off in the middle!
Meter Calibration: For years I had a pair of supposedly “matched” Pentax digital spot meters that were
never closer than 1/3 of a stop from each other - so I had to remember which meter I used for film tests and
which one I had in the field. One of these meters had an accident and got sent off to its maker for a rebuild –
and came back 2/3 of a stop away from where it had been, now 1/3 higher than the meter it had been lower
than! So I sent the other meter off to its maker and after two months got it back about the same as when I
had sent it. Which meter was right? I then got a dandy little “Pocket Spot” from Metered Light which
sometimes agreed with one Pentax and other times, the other. The Pocket Spot was the only really “linear”
meter of the three, yielding nearly identical densities on a roll of 35mm film exposed randomly on plain targets
ranging in brightness from about 1 EV up to 18. A few years ago I had had it with the three-meter dance and
decided to finally standardize on the work of a highly competent, pro-savvy company in Hollywood. Quality
Light Metric does the meter calibration for the film industry, and those folks don’t have the time to mess
around with equipment that isn’t right. I sent both meters off to Hollywood. The calibration was done in two
days at substantially less cost than the “other” place, and both meters now agreed exactly with each other,
and while they were still 1/3 stop different from the Pocket Spot, they were now, at least, perfectly linear. The
final answer? I sent the Pocket Spot and one of the Pentaxes off to Metered Light and had them tweak the
PS to match the Pentax. I now have three meters that all read the same!
My students, naturally, have all varieties of meters in their kits. Sometimes they agree with mine and
sometimes not. We can tell pretty quickly whether their gear is linear, and if it is then we know they can rely
on the readings, they’ll just have a different film speed than I use. But they’ll wind up with the same
exposure!
If you have multiple meters and want to put an end to calibration frustration, just have them all set to the
same standard, and make that your own. Contact George Milton at Quality Light Metric, 7095 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood CA 90028. 323-467-2265. If you Google them, you’ll come up with a bunch of different
addresses and phone #s. This is the current info for mail order work.
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Testing Your Meter’s Color Response
Be aware that many (if not most!) meters, and metering systems do not see colors the same way typical
panchromatic film does. Some meters see the red end of the spectrum much the way film does, but not the
blue-violet end. Some other meters are exactly the opposite! You should test your meter’s response to various
colors or otherwise try to base your exposures on relatively neutral tones, and avoid readings of strongly
colored subjects. The exceptions to this admonition are the Metered Light Pocket Spot, and the Zone VI
“Modified” meters, which seem to see the world pretty much the same way black-and-white film does. They’re
good for color film too.
Set up a large gray or neutral-colored card outdoors in the sun on a clear enough day so that the sun won’t be
dipping in and out of the clouds every three minutes. A full 32x40 sheet of some kind of medium gray mat
board is perfect. Focus on infinity and set your camera up on a tripod so that the card fills the frame. Gather
the most extremely different color filters you have from opposite and in-between ends of the spectrum. Maybe
include one or two particular filters you like to use a lot. These don’t even have to be actual photo filters, they
could be theatrical-lighting gels or other strongly colored transparent material. In my own test I used a #47B
(tricolor blue), #58 (tricolor green), #25 (strong red), #15 (orange), and #12 (strong yellow).
Using the meter you want to test, take a reading of the gray card and make an exposure of the card exactly as
the meter indicates. Take another reading through one of your filters. Place that same filter over the lens (if
you were using a hand-held meter) and expose exactly as the meter indicates and note the exposure and which
color it was in a notebook. Do the same for all the other colors you have handy. If you don’t have a wide range
of filters, you could exchange the gray card for strongly colored ones. Develop the film. Ideally, every exposure
should have the same density. If any exposures, such as red for example, are significantly underexposed
compared to your “no filter” exposure, then you know that your meter “sees” red as being a lot brighter than
your film actually does, and you will have to compensate for this if you must meter through the filter, or are
forced to base your exposures on something red. If any color, blue for example, is denser (on the negative) than
your “no filter” standard then you know that the meter “sees” that color as being darker than the film does and
will over-expose it.
When working with through-the-lens metering with a roll-film camera, you need to know how your meter sees
and compensates for the filter you have attached to your lens when making photographs. In most cases* you
can use the filter manufacturer’s recommended filter factor to give you some clue as to whether you need to
make some additional compensation beyond what the camera’s meter indicates. With no filter, take a reading of
a neutral subject, like the gray card mentioned above, and make a note of the exposure. Then place the
intended filter over the lens and take a new reading. Let’s say you are trying a #25 Red filter. The factor for this
filter is usually “8”, or 3 stops. If the exposure indicated with the filter in place is only 1.3 stops more than the
No Filter reading, then you know that you have to either set the camera’s exposure over-ride to +1.6 stops OR
set the film speed to a number 1.6 stops slower than your usual film speed.

*I have found that the filter factors suggested by B+W brand filters are not always correct; why, I can’t imagine.
It’s easy to check, though. Make a No Filter reading and exposure of the test card, then make another exposure
with a filter over the lens using the manufacturer’s suggested filter factor. Develop the film. If the two
exposures have the same density, then the suggested factor is correct. If the filtered exposure has less density
than the No Filter exposure then you need to use a higher factor, if it’s denser, then you need to use a lower
factor.
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Film
Effects of Plus Development

Digital
Leave it to Photoshop!
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The Zone System and Digital – Let your Spot Meter do the Work
As I discussed in a previous blog, effective application of the Zone System (ZS)
really requires the use of a reliable hand-held spot meter. There are basically
two kinds of spot meters, those with analog dials for calculating exposure and
those with digital displays. While both can afford effective results, the ones with
analog dials make it FAR easier to evaluate exposure (and development, with
film) than meters with LCD read-outs.
It is important to keep in mind that light meters (computer-evaluative meters in
modern cameras are unpredictable) are designed to yield an exposure to render
the metered area middle gray (Zone V). If the subject is light, you need to MAKE
it light by giving more exposure than the meter suggests. This is called
PLACING the subject on a higher Zone. Dark subjects are just the opposite.

In the illustration above, figures AA and CC were made automatically using the
built-in meter in a Canon 5D MkII. The camera was set on Program Exposure
and the meter set on Averaging. The background in figures AA and BB was a
white card, and the egg in figures CC and DD was on a black card. Left to it’s
own devices, the camera assumed the subjects were both gray and rendered
them that way. Using Manual Exposure, I took a reading on the white card,
PLACED it on Zone VII-2/3 knowing from my test (previous blog) that the card
would then be rendered near-white, and the figurine would retain excellent detail.
With the egg on the black card, my intent was to keep the egg from being
overexposed, so I took a reading on the top of the egg and PLACED it on Zone
VII-1/3, so I would be assured of recording some texture in the shell.
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I have three spot meters: two Pentax Digital meters (these have analog dials)
and a MeteredLight Pocket Spot. All three meters are matched to each other, so
it doesn’t matter which I use.

The illustration above shows how a meter can help plan how to deal with
subjects ranging from easy to extreme.
Figure A on the left shows a simple still-life with the spot reading’s EV values
ranging from 10-2/3 on the brightest part of the glass, to 5 on the front face of the
bowl. Just a bit under six stops range, and this fits my camera’s dynamic range
almost perfectly.

Because I wanted to make sure the highlights were not burned out, I took the
10•• reading for the reflection and placed it just less than Zone VIII. Here is
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where I let the meter do the work for me. At a glance I can see my Exposure
Index, an array of equivalent exposure settings, and how EV values fit in the
scale from dark to light. This meter has a “window” that shows three stops above
and below middle gray, so I can see the range from Zone II at the left and Zone
VIII on the right. I turned the EV ring until the 10•• was positioned a bit below the
Zone VIII extreme. All I had to do now was choose the particular exposure
combo the meter rings displayed. On the top of the barrel I could see that one
option would be 1/30 at f 3.2, but my lens wasn’t that fast, and I wanted more
depth of field anyway, so following the exposures around the right side of the
barrel, I could see that an equivalent exposure was ½” at f 13. Click!
Next I decided to work with a broader composition, so used a wider focal length
to include a window scene along with the fruit. Figure B. The light had not
changed, so using the same exposure as before, the tonalities of the bowl of fruit
and surrounded areas recorded the same, but the window was completely blown
out. The only way to deal with a scene like this is to use HDR techniques: make
a number of exposures holding detail in the shadows and on up to the brightest
high tones, then use a computer program to combine them. The ZS and a spot
meter can take the guess work out of this, too.

Taking a reading on the front of the dark bowl, it still reads EV 5, so if I place that
on Zone II I know it will have tonality. I see that an exposure to hold the shadows
is still ½ at F 13. I now measured the brightest value outside the window and
note that the sky measured EV 15. I want the sky to render well below nearwhite, so I’ll take that EV 15 and turn the EV ring so the 15 is placed just below
Zone VII. I don’t want to change my f-stop, so I see that 1/80” will safely hold
tonality in the sky.
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So, a series of exposures ranging at least from ½” to 1/80” will hold all the tones
in this extreme scene. Assembled in Photoshop CS5, the full range is held,
figure C. This looks a bit dull because of the compression of such a wide range
of tones, so figure D shows the combo with the mid-tones brightened up a bit.

Sadly, Pentax seems to no longer be making spot meters, though they can often
be found on-line. So far as I know, the only spot meter still being made with an
analog dial is the Metered Light Pocket Spot.( http://meteredlight.blogspot.com/ ) It
is only 2x2-1/4” in size and has a ZS-ready dial, engraved from Zone I to Zone X.
For the illustration, I put a couple of pieces of magenta tape over the scale,
leaving a “window” equivalent to the scale of the Canon 5D.
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I have had a lot of students with the do-everything Sekonic meter pictured above.
It is a great meter, but a bit awkward to easily use the ZS. I made a simple little
accessory card that makes it a lot easier to evaluate Zone placement and
exposure. The example above shows a shadow exposure of 1/60 at f 5.6, and a
highlight exposure of 1/60 at f 64. If I want to place the highlight on Zone VII-1/2,
I put the VII-VIII on the card over the f64 mark and see that the reading under the
Zone V on the card is f22-23, so that’s my exposure at 1/60”! I also see that my
shadow now falls between Zone O and Zone I, so that area and subjects up to a
stop or so brighter will not be recorded.
Bottom line. There are many reasons to avail yourself of the automated
features in today’s sophisticated cameras. Computerized metering modes can
work wonders in fast-changing lighting situations or if your subject is evenly lit
and the sun is behind your shoulders. Autofocus can save the day with moving
subjects, and auto-bracketing can help explore the nuance of exposure shifts.
But if your camera is on a tripod or if you have a moment to reflect upon your
subject, you may well find that with just a few seconds spent with spot meter and
thought will give you more successful first-exposures than letting the camera
make the decisions. It’s a snap!
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PROCESSING
and
FINISHING
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Introduction to Digital Post-Processing

Just as with traditional film (analog J) photography, what we do after the shutter has been
released can make all the difference between a ho-hum snap and a meaningful image! I like to
say that most of everything we do in photography is like cooking – a matter of personal
preference!
How many kinds of soup are there? And is one better than another? Amidol? Pyro? D-76? How
about clam chowder – Boston or Manhattan? And then there’ Potato-leek and vichyssoise,
minestrone and chicken noodle! The choices are endless and personal!
There are nearly as many options with digital processing. The biggies certainly are Photoshop
and Lightroom, but there is Nik SilverEfex Pro, DxO, Corel, Phase One Capture, Apple photo and
on. I have had a lot of students making BW conversions with Silver Efex and it has always
seemed a bit heavy-handed to my eye, but Ansel’s assistant before me, Ted Orland, uses that
software as a key element in his vision! I use Photoshop CC and Lightroom CC.
That said, I have not found anything for my own digital photography that I cannot do easily with
the combo of Photoshop and Lightroom. For me each does some things better than the other
so here’s a bit of my own workflow.
CAPTURE
I hate that word, but I think it’s here to stay. I do all of my serious digital imaging in Camera
RAW. As with film, my imaging desire is to make the most useful negative or file; one that will
contain the most useful kind and amount of information for me to play with later! I can even
capture RAW or HDR on my iPhone.
STEP ONE
The first thing I do is import all my “keeper” images into Lightroom. (I like to emphasize that
one of the most important buttons on any digital camera or phone is the DELETE button! If I
botch or just don’t like an image I just did, it goes bye-bye!
Things I like about Lightroom:
• It can store and sort all your images
• Any editing is non-destructive. Any changes you make and see in Lightroom are only
instructions on how you would like to change the image, the actual original remains
untouched.
• It has basic adjustments allowing change of white balance, white and black points,
highlight and shadow brightness, clarity, vibrance and saturation.

•

It usually knows all about what camera, lens and focal length an image was made with
and knows how to correct for any optical aberrations.
It can automatically, if you want, correct for architectural convergence.
It can dehaze and improve sharpness.

•
•
•
Things I don’t really like about Lightroom
• Some of the tools seem a bit clumsy, heavy-handed or harder to use than Photoshop
• BW conversions are done with an Art palette: including Orange, Purple, Aqua rather
than the pure scientific additive and subtractive colors of RGB and cmy as with PS
• I don’t like the print options/settings as much as in PS
STEP TWO
• Make basic changes in LR and open in Photoshop. This is where I do most of the
finessing of my image.

Things I like and do with Photoshop using Layers
• I can have separate and multiple Adjustment Layers for Levels and Curves
• I can duplicate a background layer and use it to make local sharpness, density and color
changes
• I can convert to BW with an Adjustment Layer and click it on or off to see the original
color, or I can change its opacity to render the image in muted color
• If the Background Layer is left untouched, the file is like Lightroom – the Adjustment
Layers are only instructions for image change!
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Using Adjustment layers in Photoshop

Other things I like about Photoshop
• The Spot Healing Brush is fabulous for getting rid of nasty sensor-dust and most any
small unwanted detail.
• The dodge and burn tools can lighten or darken highlights, mid-tones and shadows
separately. (In the darkroom, the term “dodge” means lightening part of an image, and
“burn” means darkening part of an image…)
• The Gradient tool is wonderful for giving a smooth “sky-burn”
IN THE END
Digital processing, like traditional darkroom skills, requires starting with a vision. Except by
accident you cannot introduce a desired change without envisioning the effect. And the more
you know about available techniques and process, the more you will save in time and materials.
As an example, a Curves Adjustment Layer in Photoshop is an indispensable tool for me in
controlling the relationships of light and dark. But that is because I am familiar with the effects
Curves offers.
In Lightroom, the changes you can make by adjusting a few sliders in the Basic development
panel are profound. Take your time. Dream about what you want your image to look like. If you
don’t want something, you will be lost until you stumble upon something that does work! The
more you work with intent the sooner you will reach your goal!

TO MOUNT OR NOT TO MOUNT?

There's no doubt about it, a dry-mounted print is the flattest. It was Ansel's style to
mount prints - in fact at the time it was THE way to "properly" present a print. Many
people still prefer to mount their prints - when it's well done and overmatted it looks
terrific. The downside is that if the mount becomes damaged or soiled, it kind of
wrecks the print. Further, if a slipsheet, fingernail or other object happens to catch the
edge of the mounted photo paper it can tear the emulsion away, again wrecking the
print. Lastly, the museum world and many serious collectors prefer unmounted prints.
For storage as well as archival considerations. Museum archivists feel that the print
should not be attached to any foreign material - and an unmounted print is much easier
to store! Another camp feels that the mount tissue itself acts as a barrier, protecting
the back of the print from exposure to deteriorating gasses.
I quit drymounting prints sometime in the mid 1980's, or at least I stopped mounting
them in the conventional fashion. I print with a minimum of a 1" margin between the
image and the edge of the paper. Prints 11x14 and smaller I don't mount at all. I flatten
the air-dried prints in a mount press and then put them in a presentation/handling mat.
A properly sized bevel overmat is hinged to a backing board, and the print is then
positioned in the window and then corner-mounted to the backing. 16x20 and 20x24
prints are mounted onto a sheet of 2-ply museum board to stiffen the print and make it
flatter, but they are corner-mounted in a handling mat in much the same manner as the
smaller prints.
Anecdotally, I'd like to note that I have been called upon to restore several Adams
prints, which had become partially or entirely separated from the original mount board.
I have had to carefully remount the prints to the original, sometimes damaged or foxed
board because Ansel's signature was on the mount! Additionally, I had several prints
come back, from a gallery that should know better, with wine stains on the mats and
backing! The prints themselves were fine, so I just put them in new mats!
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